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hae My Remedy is in two forms: , putters, which I give three times a 
Cs 7 to purify the blood, and which) will expel the disease from the 

ges 

4 @" tem, and a healing Wash, to clanse and heal the sores. I sell the 

  

itters*at $2 per quart bottle ; ingredients for making the Wash $1 
wer package, $10 per dozen, $5 perfialf dozen. A bottle of the Bit- 
ters will, last a man able to take a gill dose a little more tham. two 
weeks. Qne package of Wash se will inake.a pint of Wash, 

be sufficient to last in ordinary cases,several days. I advise all persons, 
=i hoe to procare. Oe a m@@cine to give it a “ fair test,” when 

Bees, pointed in the result. To those 
RR Ric can convexier, dy. 01 i ¥ & ¥. ¢ 

is@to get two. is of bit oe ne ene dozen packages Wash, if their 
Big #3. ripe yery numerous or €x ee é, ‘it &, one half that quantity of 

Wash 1s sufficient io out. vo quarts of Bitters—any quan- 
— magmas 

~ tity may, however, be or ered. In teculating the dose of Bitters, I 
find some require much more than others. I think it advisable for a 

~~~agrown person to begin with one 2 and gradually increase 
to the prescribed quantity, half wing glassful I think a good, full 
dose fora lady. Enough must never be taken te ‘feel the effects of 
the whiskey in the.head. While I do not reeommend my remedy in 
cases of true cancer, Lfind no difficulty in curing up old sores, pro- 
nounced by physicians to be cancggous in their nature, and. I have 
even cured one cancer, which, altIugh it breaks out again every 

~~... Spring, always readily yields to my treatment, and is now perfectly 

e@vell. I donot believe there is an old ulcer or sore that will not yield 
to my Remedy, properly applied. Where there are no sores, only a 
tumor or enlargement, I direct the affected places to be bathed with 
the Wash. In ordering medicine, 25 cents must always be added, to 
cover cost of boxing, «ce. 

    

    

   

   

Very truly yours, 

Mrs. JOK PHRSON 

 



 


